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Abstract

Modern software systems are often built from existing
library components. A common problem is how to fix bugs
when source code is not available. Xept is an instrumen-
tation language and tool that can be used to add to object
code the ability to detect, mask, recover and propagate ex-
ceptions from library functions. This helps to alleviate or
avoid a large class of errors resulting from function mis-
uses. Examples will be given to show applications of Xept
in actual software systems.

1. Introduction

Modern software systems are often built out of reusable
components from diverse sources, including freeware or
software vendors. For various reasons, including propri-
etary concerns, source code for such components is often
not available. Thus, unless the original developers are still
around and willing to help, bugs in such components are
often left unfixed. This points out a need for tools and
approaches to handle bugs in object code. This is not a
generally solvable problem because bugs can arise from
complex code interactions that are not easily categorizable.
Fortunately, in practice, many bugs can be traced to sloppy
handling of exceptions from library functions that are both
well-defined and documented. For example, C code some-
times omits checking exceptions from memory allocation.
Such code works until memory is exhausted then causes se-
vere errors such as data corruption and/or program abortion.
These memory bugs are not hard to detect using modern
tools such as Purify [6] or Vmalloc [20]. However, without
source code, it is not easy to fix them.

Xept is a language and tool to help fix errors due to
sloppy handling of exceptions from library functions. The
technique works like this:

� Interface and exception specifications for selected
functions are defined in a simple C-like language;� From such a specification, interception code is gen-
erated to both invoke corresponding actual func-
tions and connect exceptions to application-defined
or library-provided exception handling routines;� Object code is instrumented to invoke interception
functions instead of original ones.

Though Xept was developed for exception handling, its
instrumentation approach also opens up other applications
such as extending functionality of existing functions or cus-
tomizing them based on local execution environments. By
providing an indirection between application code and li-
brary functions, Xept enables a separation between service-
providing and exception-handling code, a tradition with
many examples in language design [18], operating sys-
tem [16, 17], and fault-tolerance research [3, 5].

2. Exception Handling Using Xept

2.1. Motivation

Figure 1 shows examples of a few exception handling
styles. Part (a) presents a small code fragment using the
standard C library functions fopen() and fgets() to open a
file datafile and read a line of text into array buf. This code
works fine unless datafile is not available. Then, fopen()
will return the exceptional value NULL which, in turn, may
cause a memory fault in the call fgets().

Figure 1(b) shows how to avoid the above problem by
explicitly adding exception handling code. This approach is
adequate if only a few code instances are needed. However,
repeating the same code many times quickly gets tedious.
More seriously, it decreases the likelihood that error mes-
sages are handled in a uniform way. The chance of such
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fp = fopen("datafile", "r");
fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), fp);

(a) No exception handling

if ((fp = fopen("datafile", "r")) == NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr, "fopen(datafile, r) failed\n");

exit(1);
}
fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), fp);

(b) Explicit exception handling

fp = FOPEN("datafile", "r");
fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), fp);
...
FILE* FOPEN(char *fname, char *type)
{ FILE* fp;

if ((fp = fopen(fname, type)) == NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr, "fopen(%s, %s) failed\n", fname, type);

exit(1);
}
return(fp);

}

(c) Manual centralizing of exception handling

fp = FOPEN("datafile", "r");
fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), fp);
...
FILE* FOPEN(char *fname, char *type)
{ int i;

FILE* fp;
for (i=0; i<MAX_RETRY; i++)
{ if ((fp = fopen(fname, type)) != NULL) break;

sleep(1);
}
if (fp == NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr, "fopen(%s, %s) failed\n", fname, type);

exit(1);
}
return(fp);

}

(d) Retries for masking exceptions

Figure 1. Example program fragments dealing with exceptions



uniformity in error handling is even smaller in a collabora-
tive project involving many people.

Figure 1(c) shows how a wrapper function, FOPEN(),
explicitly catches and handles errors in a uniform way. Note
that even with checking for failures in FOPEN(), the call
fgets() could still fail if buf is invalid. fgets() is an exam-
ple of how standard library functions routinely omit certain
safety checks on input arguments. This is not an unreason-
able practice because invalid calls are rare and can often be
guaranteed not to happen based on application semantics.
If necessary, a similar wrapper function for fgets() can be
written.

Wrapper functions can also be used to mask exceptions
as shown in Figure 1(d). Here, a retry loop is added to
fix fopen() failures due to transient problems such as net-
work glitches. This shows that customization of exception
handling for certain library functions is useful even if ap-
plications have already checked for errors as exemplified in
Figure 1(b).

Examples in Figure 1 hint that certain exception handling
mechanisms such as standardized error messages or masking
of transient conditions are generic and reusable. Next we
describe the Xept instrumentation language and how it can
be used to minimize effort to program them.

2.2. Xept specification language

Xept provides (1) a small language to write specifications
of interception and handling code for functions, and (2) tools
to instrument application code to use such specifications.
Xept tools will be discussed in Section 2.3.

An Xept specification consists of two parts:� A unique Exception specification section is enclosed
by delimiters “%%” and “%%”. This section con-
sists of a number of function blocks, each of which
specifies a function to be intercepted, corresponding
exceptions, and their handling.� C-code sections are enclosed by delimiters “%f” and
“%g”. Code contained in such sections will be copied
verbatim during code generation. This is useful for
including support code such as header files, macros,
variables, and small routines.

A function block contains a sequence of inner blocks as
shown in Figure 2. The label of a block is optional and
can be any double-quoted string or the special token call. A
call block specifies calling the being intercepted function.
Other labels are used in generated trace messages. Each
block consists of a sequence of exceptions and action lists.
Each exception is a C expression and will be evaluated as
true (non-zero value) or false (zero value). If it is true, the
corresponding action list is evaluated. An action list is a

label {
exception1 $ action_list1 ;
exception2 $ action_list2 ;
...

}

Figure 2. Format of an inner block in a func-
tion specification

list of C expressions and Xept’s keywords separated by the
$ symbol and ended with a semi-colon. Actions in a list are
executed serially. The last action (after the last $ and before
the semi-colon) must be an integer value expression whose
result decides the course of action:� A negative value causes the wrapper function returns

whatever value defined in the internally defined vari-
able xept call rv (more below.)� A zero value causes the next exception/action list pair
or block to be evaluated.� A positive value causes the enclosing block to repeat
from start.

If the last action is empty, it is equivalent to the value
zero. This type of exception handling construct is called
Return-Proceed-Retry or RPR. It is commonly used
for exception handling in software libraries based on the
method/discipline architecture [19] such as Sfio [10] for
buffered I/O, Vmalloc [20] for generalized memory allo-
cation, and Cdt [21] for container data types.

Two local variables xept call rv and xept handle rv are
predefined for every wrapper function. These variables are
initialized to zero or NULL as appropriate. xept call rv
stores the return value of a call to the intercepted function.
xept handle rv stores the evaluation result of a last action
in an action list if any.

Figure 3 shows an Xept specification. This example par-
allels the discussion in Section 2.1 on catching and handling
exceptions during file opening.

Lines 10-13 of Figure 3 define actions to be taken when
input arguments file or type are NULL. If file is NULL, an
error message is printed before exiting as specified by the
key word xept exit. However, if type is NULL or points
to an empty string, it is redefined to "r" to signify open-for-
reading. Note that both action lists have empty last actions
as they are terminated by a $ sign followed by the semi-
colon. This means that the computation flow will continue
to the following action lists, if any.

Lines 14-18 of Figure 3 specify issuing a call fopen()
and actions to be taken based on its return value as stored
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corresponding
line number
in Figure 4

1. %{ #
2. #include "xept.h" # 1
3. #include "stdio.h" # 2
4. #define MAX_RETRY 10 # 3
5. %} #
6. %% #
7. FILE* fopen(char* file, char* type) #
8. { #
9. %{ int retry = 0; %} # 6
10. "Error" { #
11. file == NULL $ xept_exit $; # 10-13
12. type == NULL || type[0] == 0 $ type = "r" $; # 14-16
13. } #
14. call { # 20
15. xept_call_rv != NULL $ XEPT_RETURN; # 21-25
16. (retry += 1) < MAX_RETRY $ sleep(1) $ XEPT_RETRY; # 26-31
17. (retry == MAX_RETRY) $ xept_exit $; # 32-35
18. } #
19. } #
20. %% #

Figure 3. An example exception specification for fopen()

in xept call rv. If xept call rv is not NULL, the call is
successful and the wrapper function returns immediately.
Otherwise, it will be retried a maximum of MAX RETRY
times. Each retry is preceded by a 1 second sleep to give
whatever condition causing fopen() to fail a chance to clear
up. If retrying is unsuccessful, the program exits.

Figure 4 shows the generated code corresponding to the
specification in Figure 3. The wrapper function is named
FOPEN. By default, the name of a wrapper function is
computed from that of the intercepted function by chang-
ing cases. For convenience, the values XEPT RETURN,
XEPT PROCEED, and XEPT RETRY are defined in
library-provided header file xept.h as -1, 0, and 1, respec-
tively. Note their use on lines 15 and 16 of Figure 3. The
RPR construct is not generated if there is no last action as
shown on lines 11 and 12 of Figure 3.

2.3. Xept tools

Xept consists of three components: Xparser, Xmangler
and LibXept.� Xparser: This program processes an Xept specifica-

tion and produces two intermediate files; (1) a man-
gling list of functions to be intercepted, and (2) an
interception code to call intercepted functions and
process exceptions.

� Xmangler: This program mangles selected object
code by mapping the names of intercepted functions
to that defined by the interception code. To minimize
code movements, the current mapping is to simply
flip cases in function names. For example, fopen is
turned into FOPEN.� LibXept: This library provides generic exception-
related services including: printing error messages,
call tracing, call counting, time measurements, etc.
Although not yet done, input/output exception detec-
tion and error injection for standard system calls and
library functions can be provided here too.

The simplest way to use Xept is to integrate it into the
build procedure. For systems that use make, the following
can be added to makefiles:� Add a command line “xept specification-file object-

files” after object code generation but before link-
ing. The command xept invokes both Xparser and
Xmangler to produce a file xept.specification-file.c
containing interception code, its corresponding .o ob-
ject file, and mangled versions of specified object
files.� Include xept.specification-file.o and (optionally)
libxept.a in the final link step.



1. #include "xept.h"
2. #include "stdio.h"
3. #define MAX_RETRY 10
4. FILE* FOPEN(char* file, char* type)
5. {
6. int retry = 0;
7. FILE* xept_call_rv = (FILE*)0;
8. int xept_handle_rv = 0;
9. while (1) {
10. if(file == NULL) {
11. xept_Print("Error: fopen(file=%p, type=%p)\n",file,type);
12. exit(-1);
13. }
14. if(type == NULL || type[0] == 0) {
15. type = "r";
16. }
17. break;
18. }
19. while(1) {
20. xept_call_rv = fopen(file,type);
21. if(xept_call_rv != NULL) {
22. xept_handle_rv = XEPT_RETURN;
23. if(xept_handle_rv < 0) return xept_call_rv;
24. if(xept_handle_rv > 0) continue;
25. }
26. if((retry += 1) < MAX_RETRY) {
27. sleep(1);
28. xept_handle_rv = XEPT_RETRY;
29. if(xept_handle_rv < 0) return xept_call_rv;
30. if(xept_handle_rv > 0) continue;
31. }
32. if(retry == MAX_RETRY) {
33. xept_Print("Error: fopen(file=%p, type=%p)\n",file,type);
34. exit(-1);
35. }
36. break;
37. }
38. return xept_call_rv;
39. }

Figure 4. Generated code for a fopen() specification



server: main.c service.c
cc -c main.c
cc -c service.c
cc -o server main.o service.o

(a) Before instrumentation

server: main.c service.c
cc -c main.c
cc -c service.c
xept fopen.spec main.o
cc -o server main.o service.o xept.fopen.spec.o libxept.a

(b) After instrumentation

Figure 5. Example of instrumenting code with Xept

Figure 5 shows an example of using Xept. Part(a) shows
a fragment of a makefile for some program server. Sup-
pose that fopen.spec defines a specification to intercept
fopen() calls as previously discussed and only call instances
in main.o are to be intercepted. Part(b) shows how to mod-
ify the makefile to include a call to the command xept to
generate interception code and mangle main.o, then link
everything together to build server.

3. Exception handling applications

Exceptions are classifiable into four categories [3]: ex-
ception detection, exception masking, exception propaga-
tion, and consistent state recovery. In practice, effective
exception handling usually involves two or more categories.
This section discusses Xept in context of this classification.
Where applicable, examples from actual projects will be
given.

3.1. Exception Detection

The first step of exception handling is to detect the ex-
ception. We distinguish two types of exceptions: interface
exception and internal exception.

3.1.1 Detection of interface exceptions

Interface exception with respect to a function refers to in-
valid input arguments or return values indicating failures.
As discussed in Section 2.1, many standard library func-
tions do not check for invalid input arguments. Calling such
a function with invalid input values often leads to latent er-
rors hard to debug. We have begun work to use Xept to build
a separate layer on top of standard functions to provide er-
ror checking and to help with debugging or tracing. Default
handlers for exceptional return values can also be provided
to further improve ease of use.

database_call()
{

{ $ hbeat(nsecs) $; }
call {}
{ $ hbeat(0) $; }

}

Figure 6. Adding a heartbeat to a database
call

3.1.2 Detection of internal exceptions

Internal exceptions in a function are hard to detect especially
if they result from miscalculations. However, certain of
these, e.g., memory access errors, generate signals that can
be detected. Xept can be used to intercept such a function and
install signal handlers before a call block in the specification.
This allows the application program to either perform a
recovery procedure if possible or gracefully terminate with
meaningful messages to users instead of just dumping core.

Another detectable type of exception is shown in a
telecommunication project in AT&T that builds an applica-
tion to access a commercial database system. The database
calls sometimes take too long or even get stuck because
of deadlocks. The project would like to use a heartbeat
mechanism [7] to detect the program hang state and restart
the process. Since source code of the third party software
library is not available, Xept is used to intercept database
calls in this library and add heartbeats as shown in Figure 6.
The first hbeat() call sets the timer to nsecs seconds before
the actual database call. If the actual database call in the
call block does not return in nsecs seconds, the process is
killed and restarted. The second hbeat() turns off the timer
upon successful call completion.
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3.2. Exception Masking

Exception masking hides exceptions from applications.
It requires either application-specific information for fixing
exceptions or certain general software fault tolerance ap-
proaches such as design diversity [15], data diversity [1],
or environment diversity [22] to bypass them. We distin-
guish three types of exception masking: retry, alternate, and
fixing.

3.2.1 Masking exceptions through retry

Certain exceptions are due to transient problems in the exe-
cution environment and can disappear in a subsequent retry.
For example, on a multi-tasking and multi-user environ-
ment, a malloc() call to obtain memory may fail due to tem-
porary machine overload. On a networking environment, a
fopen() call to open a file may fail because of a temporary
network glitch. As the example in Figure 3 shows, the RPR
construct described in Section 2.2 can be used to provide
retries.

%{
#include "xept.h"
#include "ckp.h"
#include "cosmic.h"
int ckp_b4_exit()
{ if (ckpcheckpoint() > 0)

return(XEPT_RETRY);
else exit(COSMIC_MIGRATE);

}
%}
%%
void* malloc(size_t size)
{
call {
xept_call_rv == NULL $ ckp_b4_exit();

}
}
%%

Figure 7. Specification to provide checkpoint-
before-exit.

A different style of exception masking can be done with
checkpoint and restart. We developed a system called Cos-
MiC [2] that supports automatic job submission and mi-
gration on a network of machines. Many users routinely
use CosMiC to execute long-running programs with unpre-
dictable varying memory usage. Valuable work may be lost
if such a program simply exits upon an out-of-memory ex-
ception. A checkpoint-before-exit construct based on our
checkpointing library libckp [22] has been proposed to min-

imize the amount of lost work. That scheme is not easy
to use because source code must be modified to include
the provided construct and the process must be manually
migrated. Figure 7 shows how to overcome these disadvan-
tages by using Xept to intercept malloc() calls and instru-
menting checkpointing. It works as follows. A program
is pre-processed by Xept and linked with libckp. It is then
submitted to CosMiC for execution on a remote idle work-
station. If the job runs out of memory and malloc() returns
NULL, the exception handler ckp b4 exit() will be invoked.
In turn, this invokes the ckpcheckpoint() function of libckp
to take a checkpoint and return 0 so that the process exits
with an exit number COSMIC MIGRATE. When CosMiC
recognizes this exit value, it examines the checkpoint size
and migrates the process to another idle workstation with
a sufficient amount of memory and swap space. When a
new job is restarted, the checkpointed process is restored
and the execution returns from ckpcheckpoint() with a re-
turn value of 1. The handler ckp b4 exit() then returns
XEPT RETRY and, through the RPR construct, the previ-
ously failed malloc() call is retried. Since the new machine
can now satisfy the memory request, the out-of-memory
exception is effectively masked.

3.2.2 Masking exceptions through alternates

When a function call fails and raises an exception, an al-
ternative function providing an equivalent service can be
invoked to mask the exception – the design diversity ap-
proach. We next describe a novel approach to maintaining
different versions of a software library, which has a similar
flavor to design diversity.

Vdelta [8] is a software library for data differencing and
compression. When a new algorithm is invented that can
compress data more efficiently and effectively, it is desirable
that the new implementation can handle compressed data in
the old format. Adding old code to new code makes the li-
brary complex and hard to maintain. This problem becomes
more serious as many newer versions are implemented.

A way to cope with such a backward compatibility prob-
lem is to treat old versions as exception handlers for the
latest version. The Xept specification shown in Figure 8
shows how to implement this. The function vdupdate()
is used to decompress data. It returns -1 when the input
data is in a wrong format. Suppose vdupdate() is now the
fourth version. During execution, when a version fails and
returns -1 the next one is invoked. This approach has three
advantages. First, no source code modifications are needed
because all function name mangling can be done on object
files. Second, it can be easily scaled up because, when a new
version is implemented, only one line needs to be added to
the call block of the specification. Finally, it can be easily
scaled down because, when an old version becomes really
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out of date and not worth maintaining, only one line needs
to be removed from the specification to drop it.

3.2.3 Masking exceptions through fixing

In many cases, exceptions can be masked by fixing the con-
ditions that cause them before invoking the affected func-
tions. For example, if a function works well in most cases,
but may fail for some ranges of input values, we can try
to transform the input values, call the function, and then
inverse-transform the return value. This is essentially the
data diversity approach described by Ammann and Knight
[1]. As another example. If a client process tries to talk
to a server process, but the connection is broken because
the server process have crashed and then restarted, then the
client can first try to reconnect before talking.

3.3. Exception propagation

A common method of exception handling similar to the
catch and throw approach of C++ is to propagate the ex-
ception upwards through the calling chain to a function that
can handle the exception. For example, suppose function
f1() invokes f2() which in turn invokes f3(). When f3()
raises an exception, its calling function f2() may decide to
propagate the exception to f1(). Figure 9 shows how Xept
can be used to add the exception propagation capability to
an existing application (which uses a return value of -1 to
signal an exception). The call to f2() is intercepted, and a
standard C-function setjmp() is invoked to save the stack
environment before the actual call to f2() is made. (In this
case, setjmp() returns 0.) The call to f3() is also intercepted,
and the return value of f3() is examined to detect a possible
exception. If an exception does occur, another C-function
longjmp() is invoked to restore the execution to setjmp()
with a return value of 1, which in turn causes the intercepted
f2() to return -1 to its calling function f1().

3.4. Consistent State Recovery

In previous examples, it is assumed that whatever causes
exceptions does not leave undesirable side effect that may
need to be undone. In practice, often a latent error may cor-
rupt some process state long before an exception is raised.
Handling this kind of exceptions requires correcting poten-
tially corrupted process state by either application-specific
information or rollback recovery. Figure 10 shows how Xept
can be used to provide consistent state recovery – essentially
the recovery block approach [14].

In this example, suppose function f2() invokes f3(), and
a latent error in f2() causes f3() to raise an exception. To
provide rollback recovery for undoing potentially corrupted
states, f2() is intercepted, and a checkpoint including volatile

state and files [22] is taken; the variable which alt is set
to zero by ckpcheckpoint(). When f3() raises an excep-
tion, which alt is incremented to one, and the function call
ckprollback() rolls back the execution to return from ck-
pcheckpoint() with a return value of one in order to in-
voke the first alternate function f2 alt1(). (The address of
xept call rv is passed as an argument so that f2 alt1() can
control the return value of f2().) If f2 alt1() succeeds, it
returns XEPT RETURN to trigger the return-path of the
RPR construct. Otherwise, if f2 alt1() also invokes f3()
and causes an exception, which alt is incremented again
and the execution is rolled back to invoke the second alter-
nate f2 alt2(). If none of the available alternates succeeds,
The intercepted f2() propagates the exception upwards by
returning -1 to its calling function.

4. Related Work

ATOM [4] is a general code instrumentation tool. It
has been used to implement applications such as instruction
profiler, cache simulator, etc. It provides a mechanism for
users to replace a procedure with a different procedure, and
so is functionally similar to our tool Xmangler. However, it
does not specifically address the issue of exception handling
by providing, for example, the retry capability.

Commercial tools such as Purify [13] and Insure++ [12]
also use software instrumentation methods to detect program
errors. They are well known for instrumenting malloc() and
free() to detect memory corruption and leaks. In contrast,
Xept aims at detecting and fixing exceptions so that they do
not turn into more serious errors.

In the distributed object computing framework, some
CORBA implementations allow programmers to specify ad-
ditional code to be executed before or after normal opera-
tions. For example, IONA Orbix [9] supports the creation of
filters for exception handling, security checking, debugging,
etc.

5. Conclusion

We have described Xept, a language and tool to handle
exceptions from function calls, based only on object code.
Xept specifications can be used to intercept selected func-
tions and perform both error detection and error recovery.
Xept tools instrument selected application object code to
redirect function calls through interception code generated
from given specifications.

The cost of instrumentation is hard to measure because
it depends on the extent of function interceptions and er-
ror recovery code. As an indicative example, we wrote a
specification for malloc() to enable error recovery by retry
as discussed in Section 3.2.1. A CAD program for volt-
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%{
%}
%%
long vdupdate(Vddisc_t* source, Vddisc_t* target, Vddisc_t* delta)
{

call {
xept_call_rv == -1 $ xept_call_rv = vdupdate3(source,target,delta) $;
xept_call_rv == -1 $ xept_call_rv = vdupdate2(source,target,delta) $;
xept_call_rv == -1 $ xept_call_rv = vdupdate1(source,target,delta) $;

}
}
%%

Figure 8. Specification for maintaining multiple versions of a software.

%{
#include <setjmp.h>
jmp_buf f32_buf;
%}
%%
int f2()
{

{ setjmp(f32_buf) > 0 $ return -1 $ ; }
call {}

}
int f3()
{

call { xept_call_rv == -1 $ longjmp(f32_buf, 1) $ ; }
}
%%

Figure 9. Specification for exception propagation.

age drop verification using simulated annealing was instru-
mented. In a moderate run that calls malloc() 127,295 times
on an empty Sun Sparc-1 running SUN OS4.1, the total cpu
and system times for before and after instrumentation are
229 and 234 seconds, respectively. Thus, the overhead of
Xept instrumentation is only 2.18%.

The Xept approach of changing function names by
switching cases is useful in environments where only static
linking is possible. However, it may fail on systems that
do not distinguish cases. In environments with dynamic
shared libraries, it is possible to have Xept generate a dy-
namic shared library for intercepted functions which, in turn,
invoke the actual functions.

The specification of a function in the Xept language pre-
cisely documents its interface, types of exceptions, and how
exceptions may be handled. Such a specification can be
used to automatically generate different types of code. For
example, it is a simple matter to generate interception code
to produce traces of function calls and their return values

which would be useful for trace-driven performance testing.
For stress testing and debugging [11], such a specification
can be used for automated error injection. We intend to
pursue these applications of Xept further in future work.

Xept is a conceptually simple tool that provides a con-
venient means to separate service-providing code from ex-
ception handling code. This indirection layer enables far-
reaching applications as shown in several examples encom-
passing common software fault-tolerance techniques. Sec-
tion 3.2.2 gave a novel example of extending exception
handling to include data versioning, an activity typical del-
egated to software configuration systems.
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%{
static int Which_alt;
%}
%%
int f2()
{

{ $ Which_alt = ckpcheckpoint() $;}
{ Which_alt == 1 $ f2_alt1(&xept_call_rv);}
{ Which_alt == 2 $ f2_alt2(&xept_call_rv);}
{ Which_alt > 2 $ return -1 $;}
call {}

}
int f3()
{

call { xept_call_rv == -1 $ ckprollback(++Which_alt) $; }
}
%%

Figure 10. Specification for implementing recovery blocks.
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